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Reviewer's report:

The authors have investigated the antiinflammatory effect of GLY a traditional Chinese medicine in CP. The manuscript and the experimental parts are well-designed however they should make some moderate revisions.

1. The authors did not explain the bioavalability od GLY in any part of the manuscript since they told that it is clinically being used already. They should add it to introduction or even in discussion part.
2. The authors should explain if this plant combination is a standardized combination from sera plants. Otherwise the ingredients will change each time and they will not be able to arrange the dosage.. And if they cannot arrange the dosage in standardized version of the product it cannot be used for treatment since it will have different ingredients each time with different efficacy.. To be able to say that it can be used pharmacologically they should guarantee that each time they will have the same effect in long term use of the product which are prepared from diferent source of plants collected at diferent times..
3. The authors are advised to check all the abbreviations throughout the tex.. Mention the full name of them where it first appeared and also they should add all the abbreviations in the abbreviation list.

All the other small corrections are mentioned on the manuscript text.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
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